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What you will need: 5/32” allen wrench (supplied)

The Camdapter Camstrap is designed so it can be mounted to virtually every camera, 
Even those with tripod threads located adjacent to the battery door. The adapter 
design allows access to your battery while mounted, and the durable leather strap is 
fully adjustable.
See Figure 1-A.

Figure 1.
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Lay your camera down lens side up on a clean flat surface. Using the supplied 
allen wrench, attach the CamStrap adapter to your camera’s tripod mount as 
shown in Fig. 2A.  Unlace the webbing from the sliplock (2-B) and remove the 
split ring (2-C). Adjust the loop to comfortably fit your hand.

Figure 2.
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Adjust the bottom section of the CamStrap by sliding the leather strap closer to the 
adapter. Pull on the webbing (the thinner, woven nylon part of the CamStrap) as you 
slide the leather strap into place. See Figure 3-A.

It generally works best if the slot on top of the CamStrap (where the webbing comes 
out) is aligned with the side of your camera. See Figure 3-B.

Figure 3.
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For more information and to see other 
Camdapter products, visit our website 

@ www.camdapter.com
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Loop strap webbing through camera’s
top strap lug, or use the included split
ring if needed, as some cameras have a small 
eyelet instead of a strap lug.
Adjust strap to fit your hand, and be sure to go back 
through the oval split ring for strap security.

NOTE: This adjustment should allow you to 
comfortably reach the camera controls with your 
fingers. Figure 4.

Take webbing and route it 
through the sliplock (see 
Figure 5-A). Now Make any 
adjustments to the fit.

Figure 5.

5-A

Loop the webbing back through 
the sliplock (see Figure 6-A) to 
lock strap in place. After using 
your camera and ensuring a 
proper and comfortable fit, trim 
webbing (see Figure 6-B) and 
seal with flame.

Figure 6.
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Installation complete!

8-A

You can use the extra lug on your CamStrap adapter  to attach your neck strap.

(See Figure 8-A)

Figure 8.
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